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Phone Me on Telegram or Budapest

I
don’t have any photos of the green kitchen bathroom
with my bookclub. But I have a discount on the EU.
Maybe there’s a hurricane nearby happening somewhere

to see. I’m at a party in Canada right now and I want you to
cry often.

How’s Montréal though haha it’ll be summertime for the
photos on high resolution. It’s a gift to meet up soon to see
you before I have a lot of changes in terms of fleeing. If you’re
free next Wednesday we can go out for drinks with some
friends in town after my new apartment on the train is
delayed? Leaving from Düsseldorf on Sunday and I don’t
think I love you think I have to start using face scrubs and
then doing other sets for sure.

My name is a great breakfast place yet it seems like a soft
baked cookie with ice cream. My name is a lot of town with
games. My name is a mom will freak. My name is Anastasia
and I totally forgot about the keys to my body and lost track
of time.

Does that sound cool to the EU? Why did they cancel
this weekend? Well dude I’m gonna take it to your place
in Cologne for a year but the practical side of it isn’t as
acknowledged. If u wanna come by after the apéritif and
talked about this kind ofmemories and feelings. Missing
people on my thigh tattoo I have time today before I have
to start eating more fruit again eh.

Sweet potato fries with the apéritif and a half or two days of
the week for being cute as hell right now and I don’t know
what’s best for France. But it says rain and lightening storms
for the next week. Maybe we can meet up without symptoms.
Going to the seminar room to read and then I have time for
relaxations.

I want to try out that café. I want to try to discipline myself
away from certain things. I want to try to find new ways to be
safe and lost. I’m curious about how this sunshine is good for
the WiFi. Give you a rolled lavender cigarette dangling out of
town with the birthday girls.

Truth be told the artist he has drugs. But I have a cool girl
called me and I can give you a tour of the Paris subway
stations. My body is rebelling against oil prices and I only
hear birds chirping in the morning as I think I’m on the
s-bahn from Paderborn yo figure out why this lady sitting
across from me on the train just took a photo ofme and sent
it to someone.

You are the first place in the morning or Budapest. I will
always love having your opinion about the two sinks. The
two sinks. The two sinks. I will always love having your
opinion about the two sinks. Never die and also be fun as
hell look at this sunshine. Never die and also be cheaper
than cheapoair.

The most important thing to me is the day we chose to hang
out again. I’ll never die but I’ll pay through PayPal.

Evra Jordana A.

Evra Jordana A.
masters student, chess champion, diamond miner, eyelash
enthusiast, and MILF.
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